List of (Possible) Appendices
(to be included at end of manual)

(Other topics that relate to a single chapter will be dealt with in appendices to the relevant specific chapter.)

Changes from *BPM5*
—more detailed than overview in Chapter 1 or Preface

Reconciliation with *1993 SNA*
—similar to *BPM5* Appendix I

Process for amending *IASM 200X*
—as per BOPCOM newsletter

Issues specific to monetary/currency/economic unions
—to be completed by ECB/others

Risk issues
—links to Financial Soundness Indicators

Exceptional financing
—based on *BPM5* Appendix IV

Insurance
—as per *1993 SNA* Appendix IV

Financial services
—FISIM, interest, and service elements

Finance leasing
—bring together relevant general merchandise, service, interest, and financial entries

Foreign Affiliates Trade Statistics
—describes the statistics, as in *MSITS*

Listing of standard components
—as per Tables 7-9 in *BPM5* Appendix I
—new coding system, perhaps more closely integrated to the *1993 SNA* and *ESA95*
APPENDICES

Nonpermanent workers
—bring together relevant service, compensation of employees, workers’ remittances, and migrants’ transfers elements

Debt reorganization
—bring together transfers, financial transactions, debt; include HIPC examples

Reverse transactions (repos, securities lending, gold swaps, and gold loans)
—explain basic principles, bring together cross-cutting issues; numerical example

Financial derivatives
—example of transactions and positions for derivatives with multiple payments

Other appendices that may be considered

Tourism
—possibly largely relevant to Chapter 9 Goods and Services, so may be placed after that chapter, but direct investment dimension also of interest

Direct investment, possibly other functional categories
—could bring together classification, positions, financial flows, and income issues in a single appendix; possibly also affiliate trade in goods and services

Data dissemination standards, Data Quality Assessment Framework

Research agenda
—issues that are under discussion and that require further work.

Payments for use of assets
—borderlines between service, property income, and sale of an intangible asset (right to use)

Treatments of transactions and positions with IMF
—with examples

Globalization
—The manual could usefully describe the contribution of BOP/IIP statistics and highlight the conceptual implications for national BOP, for example toll processing, transfer pricing, provision of group-wide IT services.